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Abstract. Building on research into the efficacy of inverted cadential six-four
chords, this article proposes that some unconventional harmonies function as ca-
dential six-fours. Considering a cadential six-four chord’s syntactical role more
than its surface harmony or voice leading, this article identifies remarkable treat-
ments that defy traditional analysis. Some examples of chromatically displaced ca-
dential six-four chords seem harmonically strange yet continue to support un-
derlying conventional function. As a result, a conflict forms between a chord’s
grammatical clarity or syntax (the function of the chord in a progression) and its
morphology (the chord’s pitch content and vertical arrangement). Analysis of ex-
cerpts from diverse styles—including examples from Wagner, Brahms, the Bea-
tles, and the Eagles—illustrates how alterations of the cadential six-four chord
help maintain its relevance in post-Classical music. More notable displacement in
music by Liszt, Prokofiev, and Shostakovich exhibit idiomatic usage that inter-
twines conventional syntax and structure with innovative grammar and expres-
sion.

Keywords and phrases: Cadential six-four chords; harmonic function; chro-
matic harmony; enharmonicism; syntax; hypermeter; cliché;Wagner; Brahms; Liszt;
Shostakovich; Prokofiev.

1. The Cadential Six-Four Chord
Controversy

Few basic topics in music theory are as controversial
as the cadential six-four chord. Even the question of

whether the cadential six-four chord stems fromdominant
or tonic harmony seems to remain as heated today as it
was 250 years ago, when Johann Kirnberger responded to
what he already considered an “eternal dispute” by assert-
ing definitively that the bass of the cadential six-four chord
is the root and that the chord contains linear, dissonant em-
bellishments of the dominant harmony. In his 1773 treatise,
he proclaimed:

The real root of this dissonant six-four chord is the bass
note. Since the sixth as well as the fourth in this chord
are non-essential dissonances, they can neither be in-

troduced freely, nor be doubled . . . And thus an end
would finally be put to the eternal dispute . . . about
which somany written wars have been waged with un-
speakable bitternesswithout anything having been set-
tled (Beach andThym 1979, 176).

Kirnberger’s narrow eighteenth-century definition is chal-
lenged throughout the musical literature, in which ex-
amples double fourths or “freely” introduce the sixth or
fourth. Still, his interpretation continues to be embraced
today. While modern pedagogy in North America tends
to clarify that the cadential six-four chord functions more
as a dominant than as a tonic, the chord is often intro-
duced as a second-inversion tonic triad—a “one six-four.”
Part of the justification is heuristic. Inverted triads re-
quire no contextual analysis and are therefore more eas-
ily grasped than suspensions or other linear embellish-
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ments.1

The conflict of tonic-vs.-dominant function has con-
tinued for centuries. The simpler, vertical, “second inver-
sion” tonic analysis (I64–V) may be associated with Wil-
helm Friedrich Marpurg and Abbé Vogler’s eighteenth-
century harmonic emphasis on chords, largely in isolation,
while the more linear and contextual analysis (V6–54–3) main-
tains a Viennese tradition including the mid-nineteenth-
and early twentieth-century theories of Simon Sechter and
Heinrich Schenker.2 A significant part of the problem lies
with the meaning or application of Roman numeral labels.
Do they signify chords (pitch content) or function (in con-
text)? While scholarship today understandably favors the
latter interpretation,ananalytical approachadopted in this
article may pull the preference uncomfortably toward the
former—toward a simplistic vertical description, despite
an understood, underlying dominant function.3

The linear, double suspension or appoggiatura analy-
sis appliesmost readily tomusic composed in the late eigh-
teenth and early nineteenth century. The behavior of the
sixth and fourth as suspensions can be demonstrated by
isolating and resolving each interval above the bass: com-
pare V6–54–3 to the isolated suspensions V6–5 and V4–3. Reso-
lution of pre-dominant harmonies to the cadential six-four
bolsters its function as an embellished dominant, rather
than an inverted tonic.

In opposition to viewing the six-four figures as linear
embellishments, interpretation of the cadential six-four as
a second inversion tonic can be demonstrated by replacing
any V6–54–3 (or I64–V) with root-position I–V. Even when the
I–V replacement follows strong pre-dominant harmony—
like V65/V, vii◦7/V, or Gr+6—the momentary root-position
tonic causes little interference in the harmonic progres-
sion toward the cadential dominant.4 Some analysts may
maintain that this preservation of function from a strong
predominant to the dominant demonstrates the underly-
ing dominant function that is preserved behind the apparent
tonic harmony—that the functional root continues to be 5̂
even if the bass is 3̂ or 1̂.Their arguments, to be clarified be-

1 The widely used textbook by Kostka and Payne (2013), for exam-
ple, introduces the cadential six-four in Chapter 9 (135) with no
mention of suspensions or any “non-chord tones,” which are in-
troduced two chapters later (175) without mention of the cadential
six-four. Even Aldwell and Schachter’s 2011 textbook, which more
strongly advocates linear considerations and underlying harmonic
function, onlymildly dissuades the vertical interpretation in its in-
troduction to the six-four, stating that the “64 should perhaps not
even be labeled I64” (140).
2 SeeWason (1985, Chapters 2–8) and Beach (1967).
3 White and Quinn (2018) address the differing views of how har-
monic function relies on content (pitches) or context (syntax).
4 My decision to use “lower case” Roman numerals in this article
supports my goal to clarify localized harmony and chord quality,
unlike the goal of the Stufen tradition, which uses only upper case
(I, II, III, . . .) to clarify function.

low, offer an important step toward appreciating both the
robust essence of the cadential six-four chord as dominant
in function as well as the chord’s surprising variability on
the surface.

In music from the mid-nineteenth century and later,
the cadential six-four may have become more harmoni-
cally conceived. In some examples, the chord seems less
dependent on adjacent harmonies—as frompre-dominant
chords with pitches suspending and then resolving into
the cadential dominant—andmore harmonically indepen-
dent.That is, the cadential six-four became an increasingly
separable term in the vocabulary of Western tonal har-
mony. Complex examples later in this article show how the
harmonic conception and independence of cadential six-
four chords developed into the twentieth century.

This article considers surface flexibility of the caden-
tial six-four throughwhatmay be a natural development in
thematuration of the singular harmony.Adopting an alter-
native, rhetorical perspectivemay circumscribe and inform
theperennial tonic-vs.-dominant controversybyhighlight-
inghow the cadential six-four is definedmoreby its context
in a cadential progression than by either its isolated har-
monic components or its melodic-contrapuntal connec-
tions.

Motivated in part by the heuristic efficiency of iden-
tifying the cadential six-four chord as a “second-inversion
tonic triad,” Leonard Meyer (2000/1992) views the chord
as part of a conventional gesture that is best represented
as tonic in function. While he “grants the plausibility” of
the interpretation of a double appoggiatura over dominant
harmony, he “finds it more convenient . . . to cling to the
more traditional (conventional?) interpretation and sym-
bology” (230, fn. 9, sic). Using a somewhat narrow defini-
tion, Meyer searched for examples throughout the Norton
Scores and found that usage of the cadential six-four pro-
gression reached a sharp but short-lived peak in theClassic
era. His findings are summarized in Figure 1.Meyer’s data
show that usage increased most notably with the music of
Domenico Scarlatti and thenwaned,most notably with the
music of Hector Berlioz, who,Meyer says, rejected the six-
four progression as the “epitome of conventionality” (248).5

Romantic composersmay have avoided the chord, because,

5 My Figure 1 combines calculations from Meyer’s Figure 1, p. 241,
andAppendix Table A3, p. 261.Thegeneral trend inMeyer’s Figure 1
appears to peak with Schubert, who perhaps surprisingly is more
represented than Beethoven or Haydn. Other data may be simi-
larly surprising, such as a greater usage found inWagner andWolf
than in Mendelssohn, Chopin, or Schumann. Meyer’s sampling is
small, of course—drawn from one edition of theNorton Scores—but
a greater problem lies with his rules (239–240), which are quite re-
strictive and contextually insensitive. For example, he requires that
the six-four chord be “preceded by a pre-dominant”—thoughwhat
hemeansby that isnot clear—andheassignsnumeric values some-
what arbitrarily to yield certain statistical results. Still, his general
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Figure 1. Percentage of Cadential Six-Four Use by Era (based onMeyer [2000/1992]).

as Meyer adds, “the very sonic salience that made the ca-
dential six-four progression such a forceful signal [of clo-
sure] made it seem routine and commonplace.” For com-
posers aiming to avoid tonal formulas and predictability,
the cadential six-four became outdated or obsolete.

If the cadential six-four generally became viewed as an
unappealing conventional gesture, then a decline in usage
would not be surprising. However, compositional devices
that are viewed as clichés can, after some period of disuse,
sow seeds for revival, often with fresh approaches. Rhetor-
ical clichés result when expressions that were novel at one
time suffer fromoveruse, either losing their originalmean-
ing or becoming conspicuously predictable. The meaning
of a cliché derives not solely from the words or parts them-
selves butmore from a collective complex ofmeanings tied
to its usage. English clichés like “the tip of the iceberg” or
“thinking outside the box” are often considered signs of
sophomoric writing to be avoided in scholarship, but an
exception arises when an author purposefully or poetically
uses the phrase to allude to a second or deeper meaning—
a subtle, intentionally rhetorical usage.

Like literary clichés, cadential six-four chords pos-
sess predictability and potential for overuse that may have
deterred some nineteenth-century composers. While the
strong syntactic power of the cadential six-four to initiate
closure may have led to its decline in the late-nineteenth
century—a period that saw a decline in well-defined clo-
sure and formal divisions—the clarity and simplicity of
the chord’s grammatical functionmay have conversely pro-
videdmeans for subsequent composers to express an indi-
vidual and innovative harmonic voice. As a cliché, the ca-
dential six-four could be viewed as an inhibitor of musi-
cal originality, but with careful treatment a twisting of the

conclusions are persuasive and would not likely be altered greatly
by a more open or contextual definition.

cliché could afford composers fresh means for approach-
ing a cadence. A distinctly modified cadential six-four may
retain its cadential function as a rhetorical signal for clo-
sure, borrowing from Classical syntax, yet be altered in a
way that transforms the cliché into novelty. Composers to-
day continue to borrow familiar materials from the past in
a more individualized,modern context.

Straddling the threshold between harmonic tradition
and innovation, this study supports two main ideas con-
cerning the cadential six-four. The first is that, after con-
ventional use of the cadential six-four reached its peak late
in the Classic era, later approaches significantly modified
the harmony on the surface while retaining the chord’s un-
derlying rhetorical, cadential function. The second idea is
that analysis of those modifications informs our under-
standing of the cadential six-four chord as separable into
two components: its contextual usage, or syntax, and its
outward appearance, ormorphology.Differentmusical ex-
amples may alter one component more than the other. On
one hand, the function of an otherwise conventional ca-
dential six-four may be undermined by its treatment, as
by weak-beat placement or by irregular resolution, to the
point that its cadential function becomes questionable. On
the other hand, examples may retain conventional treat-
ment, particularly in accentuation and resolution,while al-
tering the chord’s outward appearance or pitch content. It
is this latter,morphological alteration that lies at the center
of this study.6 Focuswill be on vertical (pitch) displacement

6 This article does not address cadential six-four chords that are
constructed conventionally yet behave in odd ways. Instead, fo-
cus is on those chords that appear unconventional from the out-
set. Matthew BaileyShea (2012), for example, discusses remark-
able resolutions and questions the forces behind the rising sixth
and fourth of the cadential six-four in Mahler’s Kindertotenlieder.
PoundieBurstein (1999,72–73) analyzes anoddprogression leading
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Example 1. Wagner, “Song of the Evening Star” from Tannhäuser, mm. 5–12.

Audio Example 1. (click to play audio).

of the cadential six-four, but first consider one example of
horizontal (rhythmic) displacement.

Placement of the cadential six-four on a strong beat
in relation to its resolution to dominant five-three is a
defining characteristic of the cadential six-four chord.The
inherent contradiction of a weak-beat cadential six-four
chord makes them rare.7 Wagner’s “Song of the Evening
Star” from Tannhäuser presents an example (Example 1).
In m. 10, the six-four enters on a weak, second hyperbeat,
followed by a resolution on the stronger downbeat of m. 11.
The only way to hear the six-four fall on a strong hyperbeat
would be to hear the openingmeasure as an anacrusis.The
third harmony in each system, an apparent [III6, exhibits
a weaker association with a cadential six-four, perhaps
as a modified V6–5. We will return to this example after
examining other displacements of the cadential six-four.

More remarkabledeviations fromconventional caden-
tial six-four chords lie not with accentuation but with pitch
content and arrangements.8 The following section exam-

to a cadential six-four in the first movement of Haydn’s Symphony
No. 78 inCminor, inwhich a cadential six-four is approached chro-
matically from two “ungainly parallel six-fours.” The underlying,
conventional progression in E[major is expanded by the insertion
of two passing six-fours to become, to put literally, if awkwardly,
I6–IV–([VII64–\VII64)–V

6–5
4–3–I. In Haydn’s striking approach to the

cadential six-four,structural surprise andsemantic surprisemerge
to invoke humor.Formore on the relation between the two, and be-
tween wit and humor, see Kidd (1976).
7 Aldwell and Schachter (1989, 319–320) view these weak-beat, “de-
viant” [sic] six-four chords as resulting from an anticipation in the
bass to the strong-beat dominant.
8 Doublings of the dissonant fourth above the bass are found fre-
quently and early enough in the Baroque that they represent less of
a deviation from the repertoire than a deviation from some simpli-

ines how the chord itself can bemodified, starting with in-
version.

2. Inverted Cadential Six-Four Chords
Placing the cadential six-four chord in inversion alters

its outward appearance and increases its resemblance to a
consonant tonic triad. Finding support in Schenker’s ear-
lier,unpublished versionofDer freieSatz,WilliamRothstein
(2006, 268–272) observes how an apparent root-position or
first-inversion tonic may function as a cadential six-four.
Example 2 shows his analysis of a passage from Mozart’s
Horn Concerto in D, K. 412. While the original voice lead-
ing shown in (a) has an F] in the bass (3̂) inm. 28, Rothstein
shows (in b) how A (5̂) remains as an imagined or under-
lying Stufe. Mozart’s inversion of the cadential six-four is
required to resolve the preceding (surface) V42 and to avoid
parallel octaves with the melody’s local ascent from G4 to
A4, 4̂ to 5̂.

The concept of inverted six-four chords introduces
an analytical challenge. First, it implies that a suspended
note—namely 3̂ or 1̂ of a cadential six-four—is placed in
the bass and then skips up into the following root-position
dominant (5̂). Rothstein’s omission of Roman numerals
below his analysis avoids confusing the chord’s underly-
ing dominant function on one hand—shown between the
staves in (a) and below the normalization in (b)—and the
apparent inverted tonic triad on the other, indicated by the
figured bass 6 below the staves.

For a surfaceRomannumeral analysis like I6 to conflict
with the underlying bass Stufe like 5̂ indicates a contradic-

fied textbook examples.
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Example 2. Mozart, Concerto in D for Horn, K. 412, I, mm. 26–29 (based on Rothstein [2006], 277, Example 24).

Audio Example 2. (click to play audio).

tion between two levels of analysis. Rothstein’s “V6–74–3” anal-
ysis in (a) more accurately addresses harmonic function in
the third measure, even if “I6–53–V6–74–3” more accurately de-
scribes the surface harmony. Since dominant function re-
mains an essential characteristic of the cadential six-four,
it would follow that cadential six-fours should be associ-
ated with the dominant using the label “V.” The problem
is that that label requires multiple levels of interpretation:
the apparent I6 inverts a conventional cadential six-four,
which displaces the third and fifth of a dominant. Analysis
ofmoreunusual examplesmaybenefit fromusing themore
specificmorphological orbasicharmonic (vertical) descrip-
tion, following the heuristic of the “one six-four” (I64) literal
description, even if that analysis remains comparatively on
the surface and in conflict with the harmony’s underlying
function, which remains understood as dominant, V6–74–3.
Analytical examples add a bracket to couple each modified
cadential six-four with the dominant.

Timothy Cutler (2009) has investigated how inverted
cadential six-fours result from voice exchanges, while Eric
Wen has shown how a first inversion tonic triad can serve
more as a replacement for a cadential six-four chord (1999,
288). As new as these concepts may seem, however, both
Cutler andDavidDamschroder havenoted that the concept
of the inverted cadential six-four can be traced to Koch’s
harmony treatise of 1811, inwhich I and I6 chords are shown
to bedissonant in relation to their resolution todominant.9

9 Cutler (2009, 196, fn. 8) cites Damschroder’s discussion (2008,
43–45) on how similar arguments about these types of six-four

One benefit of their more recent studies, therefore, is to
challenge modern assumptions and pedagogy regarding
the identity of the cadential six-four chord and to broaden
our understanding of its usage.

One notable example of an inverted cadential six-
four that remains unanalyzed in the literature, as far as I
know, enters near the beginning of the fourth movement
of Brahms’s Symphony No. 4. The familiar opening theme
of the chaconne derives from the last movement “Meine
Tage in dem Leide” from Bach’s Cantata Nach dir, Herr, ver-
langet mich, BWV150, but, in typical Brahmsian style, al-
teration of the subject’s structure obscures harmonic func-
tion (Example 3). Each step of an ascendingmelody pushes
toward the climax, which coincides with a modified ca-
dential six-four in m. 6. What appears on the surface as a
first-inversion tonic functions as an inverted cadential six-
four chord, supported both by the preceding, intensifying
melodic drive from 1̂ up to 5̂ and by the harmonic drive to-
ward thedominant via the subdominant iv6 inm. 4 through
V7/V in m. 5.10 Gestures associated with cadential six-four
resolutions remain present here as well but inverted: the
octave drop from a high 5̂ to a lower 5̂ typical of the bass
falls instead in themelody,while the bass descends by step,
3̂–[2̂–1̂. This linear descent is more typical of melodic clo-

chordsweremade inKoch’sHandbuch bey demStudiumderHarmonie
1811 (col 132, fig. 5).
10 Hearing the i6 inm. 6 as a deceptive resolution of V7/V to amod-
ified vi, or iv6/V, misses the greater syntactical role of the chord
as increasing drive toward the cadence, as a modified cadential six-
four, not thwarting or evading it.
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Example 3. Brahms, SymphonyNo. 4, IV (1885), mm. 1–8.

Audio Example 3. (click to play audio).

Example 4. Bach, Nach dir, Herr, verlanget mich, BWV 150: VII. “Ciacona:Meine Tage in dem Leide” (1707), mm. 1–5.

Audio Example 4. (click to play audio).

sure, in this case reversing the opening motive in mm. 1–3
aswell as the 1̂–[2̂–3̂ (E–F\–G)openingof the secondmove-
ment.

The octave leap and 3̂–[2̂–1̂ descent alone support
hearing an inverted cadential six-four in m. 6, but connec-
tions to Bach’s original Chaconne (Example 4) offer rare in-
sight into Brahms’s thinking. In the opening of this last
movement of Bach’s cantata, the bass rises 1̂–2̂–3̂–4̂–5̂ in
mm. 1–4, followed by a 3̂–2̂–1̂ melodic descent toward the
cadence. At the intersection of those lines lies the caden-
tial six-four in m. 4. Brahms’s invertible counterpoint in-
verts the cadential six-four by placing 3̂ in the bass and 5̂
in the melody. The retrogressive opening three harmonies
(iv6–ii◦6–i) from the outset also hint at Brahms’s attraction
to “inverting” traditional tonal syntax.

Identifying the inversion of the progression from
Bach’s chaconne to Brahms’s symphony demonstrates that
the inverted cadential six-four is more than a speculative
interpretation of a particular harmony and more than an
example of a late nineteenth-century composer’s innova-
tive treatment of an early eighteenth-century trope. In this
case, Brahms’s inverted cadential six-four derives from a
specific historical example of a conventional cadential six-
four, offering a rare glimpse of an innovative compositional
process.

The cadential six-four chord is commonly associated
with the Western classical tradition and the previous two
examples draw a direct link from Bach to Brahms, but the
harmonymaybe found inother styles.Somerockmusichas
been shown to adhere at least loosely to Classical harmonic
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Example 5. Eagles, “Heartache Tonight” (1979), 1:58–2:14.

syntax and to use cadential six-four chords specifically.11

Consider the chorus of the Eagles’s “Heartache Tonight”
(Example 5).The rising chromatic bass line increases drive
toward the cadential dominant, but that dominant is dis-
placed by root-position tonic harmony.12 After playing ]4̂
(C]), the bass plays the tonic (G) before resolving up to
the dominant (D), forming an inverted cadential six-four
chord. Substitution of “I–V” in place of the cadential domi-
nant or V6–54–3 following vii◦7/V is common inAmerican blue-
grass and other popular styles.13

Conventional analysis interprets the 5̂ bass as the root
of the cadential six-four, but in the inverted cadential six-
fours described by Rothstein and Cutler (the apparent I or
I6 chords), the 5̂ root lies a fifth or third above the bass. In
subsequent, more chromatic examples that retain six-four
figures (like “[VI64”), Iwill useRomannumerals to designate
the fourth above the bass as the triadic root.A seeming con-
tradiction in cadential six-four analysis stems from the dif-
ference between emphasizing harmonic function—by def-
inition, an underlying dominant function for all cadential
six-four chords—and triadic formulation, a literal descrip-
tion of the pitches that lie above the bass.

Countering traditional Schenkerian-Stufen theory,
David Temperley (2017) argues that some contexts justify
the use of Roman numerals to indicate localized harmony.

11 For more on the cadential six-four’s use in rock music, see Ev-
erett (2009, 208–209) and Nobile (2016, 167–172), who shows how
harmonic function dependsmore on syntax than on pitch content.
12 William Drabkin (1996, 152) addresses the structural role of the
tonic when it falls between the subdominant and cadential domi-
nant: I–IV–I–V–I.He cites Schenker’s graph (Der freieSatz, Fig.22b)
as showing harmonic support of a consonant passing tone, I IV (I)
V I.
13 The same progression, including the vii◦7/V–I–V, is found in
other popular songs, including Arlo Guthrie’s “Alice’s Restaurant
Massacree” (1967) and Phish’s “Poor Heart” (1992). While one could
hear the vii◦7/V as a common-tone diminished seventh resolving
to tonic, I find that hearing to be overly localized and disengaged
from the larger progression. “When the Saints Go Marching In”
has a similar progression with a “root-position” cadential six-four:
I–V42/IV–IV6–iv6–I–V–I.

His use of the label “I64” applies “a concept that is often
implicit in modern music theory but rarely defined ex-
plicitly: what we might call a surface-level harmony, or
(hereafter) simply a harmony” (4). In any conventional
example, adopting the narrow “I64” label over the more
functional and linear V6–54–3 interpretationmight seem trite,
but the vertical description is more justified in examples
that significantly modify the cadential six-four to create
uncanny harmonic relations.

The difference between a triad’s root and its bass may
seemevident enough, butDaniel Harrison (1994, 48)makes
a further distinction between a root and a base. An unfor-
tunate homonym with “bass,” a base refers not to the low-
est note but a more conceptual foundation. He views the
assertion that the cadential six-four is dominant in func-
tion (as in V6–54–3) to mean not that 5̂ is the root but more
precisely that it is the base. Whereas a root is determined
by restacking a triad, a base is determined by the context
of the key. In cadential six-four chords that are inverted to
I6, the lowest note (3̂) is the bass. Vertical restacking of the
triad determines the (surface) root (1̂) simply enough,while
5̂ remains the functional base, a quasi-root. Using Harri-
son’s distinction, we may view the cadential i6 in Brahms’s
Symphony (Example 3, above) to present G as the bass, E as
the root, and B as the base, which, while placed in an in-
ner voice, still plays the greatest harmonic role in the con-
text of the progression. Conventional cadential six-fours
do not require this distinction, but in the inverted exam-
ples discussed earlier and in the more harmonically dis-
placed examples that follow, equating the chord’s base—
not necessarily its root or its bass—with the chord’s dom-
inant function helps to elucidate the taxonomic problem,
when a chord’s spelling conflicts with its function. If “[VI64”
were to functionasa cadential six-four, for example, its sur-
face root would be [6̂, and its bass would be [3̂, but its base
would remain 5̂, an interpreted, absent functional root.14

14 To allow for an absence of the hypothetical base from a chord ex-
tends Harrison’s theory but logically elucidates the problem of the
displaced cadential six-four.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the Cadential Six-Four and Potential Deviations.

3. Definition of the Cadential Six-Four
Chord
Table 1 isolates properties of the cadential six-four.

Characteristics 1–3 are essential, defining features: (1) ca-
dential six-fours have strong metric accentuation in re-
lation to their resolution to a dominant in the approach
to the cadence—typically falling on hyperbeat 3 of a four-
hyperbeat phrase, (2) they contain intervals of a sixth and
fourth above the bass—forming an apparent triad with the
fifth in the bass, and (3) they include pitches from the tonic
triad—though these pitches may be altered chromatically.
Characteristics 4–6arebetter consideredas commontreat-
ments than as defining characteristics. They describe the
doubling of the bass, the downward resolution of the sixth
and fourth (6–5 and 4–3), and the holding of the bass 5̂ into
the cadential dominant.15 Deviations from Characteristics
4–6, while somewhat uncommon, pose no challenge to the
function or identity of the chord.

15 The move from a cadential six-four to a V42, as in an evaded
cadence, is common enough not to be considered a deviation.
Ascending fourths above the bass (1̂–2̂) are also not rare. David
Lodewyckx (2015) examines cadential six-fours in which the fourth
ascends, yielding 1̂–2̂–1̂ voice-leadingmotion.He creditsMarpurg
as the first to identify this “galant cadence.”

Isolating these defining characteristics will help in the
study of some unusual musical examples. Each defining
characteristic invites a specific compositional challenge:
how might an unconventional cadential six-four counter
a given characteristic while preserving underlying, func-
tional identity? Potential deviations are listed in themiddle
column, and a musical example for each deviation is listed
to the right. Each listed example deviates in some respect
from conventional usage but all satisfy two out of the three
most essential criteria. Challenging criterion 3—that the
cadential six-four consists of pitches from the tonic triad—
lies at the heart of this study.16

16 My definition of a cadential six-four chord does not require the
presence of all members of the tonic triad, 1̂, 3̂, and 5̂. Yet, I find it
notable that all examples do contain some form of 3̂—either dia-
tonic, chromatic, or enharmonic. The consistency of 3̂ as the only
scale degree found in cadential six-fours throughout this article
may raise its status as an essential component, seemingly more
than 1̂ or 5̂, and offers odd support for Allen Cadwallader’s (1992,
194) assertion, “The cadential six-four support for scale-degree 3
represents a perfectly logical union of harmony and counterpoint.”
David Beach (1992), Cadwallader (1992), and Joel Lester (1992) of-
fer differing views on how the cadential six-four may or may not
provide harmonic support for 3̂. An odd exception to the scale de-
gree tendency may be found in Night Ranger’s “When You Close
Your Eyes” (1983), 3:18–3:25. The progression of the first phrase of
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Figure 2. Isolation of the Cadential Six-Four Chord’s Harmonic vs. Contrapuntal Potential for Deviation.

To understand the theoretical origin of cadential six-
four chords with non-tonic pitches and the remarkable ex-
cerpts listed to the right of criterion 3, reconsider the use
of Roman numerals and Arabic numerals. Arabic numerals
originally simply indicated intervals above thebass (figured
bass), with little or no consideration of triadic harmony.
Roman numerals were affixed significantly later, in the
early nineteenth century. If certain aspects of the cadential
six-four chordcanbecategorizedasprimarily contrapuntal
on one hand, with voice leading and inversions denoted by
figured bass, or harmonic-syntactic on the other, based on
the pitches and harmonic context, then the two commonly
used analytical symbols may be separated into two poten-
tial means for deviation: the apparent “I” and the “six-four”
(Figure 2). The cadential six-four’s composition of pitches
from the tonic triad is such an integral part of its identity
that we seemore flexibility with figured bass or inversions.

As Meyer suggested, the inherent predictability of the
cadential six-four chord likely led somenineteenth-century
composers to avoid it.Other composers,however,mayhave
seen potential for flexibility in its harmony through com-
plete transposition of the chord—adrastic alteration coun-
terbalanced by rigid restriction of the figures to six-four.
In this latter means of deviation, the six-four figured bass
is retained while the pitch content—most efficiently rep-
resented by a Roman numeral—is varied. Transposition of
the whole chord offers a greater potential for variety than
inversion.

4. Harmonic Deviations in the Cadential
Six-Four
A hypothetical spectrum of cadential six-four

deviations—from the conventional through the contra-
puntal to what may seem quite harmonically bizarre—is
offered in Example 6. Compared to the conventional usage

the chorus, I6–IV–vi–vii◦64–IV (or IV
6–5
4–3), concludes with two har-

monies that displace both a cadential six-four and the dominant,
which are both shifteddowna step and then corrected in the subse-
quent phrase.My definition excludes the double suspension above
a tonic, I6–54–3 (“IV64” to I) as a cadential six-four, despite some simi-
larities. Measure 8 of Mozart’s Symphony No. 41 in C major, K. 551
“Jupiter” (1788) contains an example.

in Example 6a, the deviations in Examples 6b and 6c
demonstrate contrapuntal flexibility while retaining the
pitch content of the tonic triad. These are the types of
deviation discussed by Rothstein and Cutler.

Examples 6d and 6e, however, present notably differ-
ent alterations, which retain the intervals of a sixth and
fourth of the conventional six-four while shifting the en-
tire chord vertically.The remarkable iii64 in Example 6d and
even more unusual [I64 in Example 6e are but two of the
possible transpositions of the cadential six-four.These five
hypothetical examples vary in their intervals or basses, but
all maintain some defining characteristics as they displace
the cadential V7 from a strong beat in the context of a basic
progression. Each example also supports the conventional
3̂–2̂–1̂ melodic gesture in the upper voice. While the sur-
face analyses of each downbeat of m. 3 vary widely in their
Roman numerals, all of the cadential six-fours in Exam-
ple 6 maintain an underlying syntactical role and associa-
tion with dominant function, regardless of substantial alter-
ations on the surface.

An example of a iii64 acting as a displaced cadential six-
four (Example 6d, above) enters near the beginning of The
Beatles’s “Julia” (Example 7,below).17 JohnLennonplays two
second-inversion mediants in the opening of his song. He
uses a picking technique on the guitar that presents off-
beat bass arpeggiations down to the fifth of the opening
chords, but these initial, arpeggiating six-fours do not alter
theunderlying inversion.In thefirst twomeasures, thefirst
bass note is more structural and holds the harmony to root
position.The third chord alters the pattern, however, as the
C] in the bass represents the fifth of a mediant triad to
forma iii64 substitute for amore conventional V6.The 1̂–6̂–7̂
(D–B–C]) bass line in the opening phrase sits uncomfort-
ably on the leading tone until it leaves the iii64 to pass back
up to the tonic at the start of the next phrase. Following the

17 The iii64 chord has been specifically eschewed by theory instruc-
tors. In 2008, readers of the APTheory exammade T-shirts bearing
an anti-iii64 emblem.This emphatic rejection was partly in jest, yet
the reaction is understandable given: (1) the iii64 ’s overuse by stu-
dents in fundamentals courses who indiscriminately combine tri-
ads with triadic inversion, (2) its rareness in practice, and (3) its
functional ambiguity, sharing two pitches with both tonic and
dominant triads.
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Example 6. Hypothetical Cadential Six-Fours of Increasing Deviation.

Example 7. The Beatles, “Julia” (1968), 0:00–0:14.
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Example 8. Brahms,Waltz in Emajor, op. 39, No. 2, mm. 22–25.

Audio Example 8. (click to play audio).

return of the iii64 near the end of the second phrase, a briefly
inserted 5̂ (A) in the bass (1̂–6̂–7̂–5̂–1̂) alters the chord’s har-
monic role to become cadential as it resolves into a root-
position dominant.The reappearance of the chord thereby
carries more syntactical weight as a cadential six-four.18

This subtle redirection of the chord as initially passing or
unresolved as it accompanies the word “meaningless” to-
ward more defined syntactical closure as it accompanies
the word “Julia” coincides with a stretching of the phrase
rhythm as Lennon sings the name of his mother, who was
killed in a car accident when he was seventeen years old.

The end of Brahms’s Waltz in E major, op. 39, No. 2 is
strikingly similar (Example 8). The cadential “iii64” in m. 23
functions as an altered cadential six-four, one whose con-
nection to tonic or dominant harmony is not immediately
apparent but whose function is clarified by its context and
resolution. Its entrance on a weak hyperbeat, the second
measure of the phrase, and 1̂-to-7̂ approach in the bassmo-
tion initiallymake the chord sound passing, aswas the ear-
lier correlating E–D]motion inm. 6: I–(V6)–vi–V/V–V (not
shown).The resolution of the six-four directly to the caden-
tial dominant, however, confirms its cadential identity. In
Brahms’s waltz, the iii64 resembles the first half of a V6–5

motion, butwith the chordal third (D], 7̂) in the bass,which
then skips down to the root (B, 5̂).

Unlike Lennon’s example and more like Wagner’s, the

18 I interpret the C] (7̂) presented on the downbeat as the primary
bass note, which continues the pattern from the opening chords
and yields the odd iii64. To interpret the subsequent F] in the same
measure not as an embellishing arpeggiation of the bass but as
more structural would place the mediant in root position. While
this analysis would make the chord not a six-four but a five-three
(root-position) chord, the chord’s syntactical function could still be
connected directly to that of a cadential six-four.

weak hypermetric placement of this six-four in relation to
the cadential dominant further lessens its cadential qual-
ity. It is the simple progression’s syntax, more than the as-
sociated harmony or counterpoint, thatmakes the six-four
chord cadential.The chord’s brief harmonic implication as
a conventional cadential six-four in G] minor is fostered
by the next waltz of the set, which begins with a G]-minor
tonic.

FranzLiszt’s “Il penseroso” (Example 9) contains anap-
parent submediant cadential six-four chord.Thebass in the
opening phrase (mm. 1–4) completes a highly conventional
progression: I–VI–IV–V–I. Each harmony after the open-
ing tonic, however, grammatically and dramatically pushes
the progression into a mid-nineteenth century chromatic
idiom. The second phrase (mm. 5–8) expresses an equally
conservative underlying syntax. Its morphological enve-
lope is pushed further, however, as the modulating pro-
gression from C]minor to E minor wrestles through what
sounds like a “wrong” cadential six-four chord, labeled be-
low according to its pitch content as a cadential VI64.

Liszt’s altered cadential six-four in this example
suggests a change in nineteenth-century compositional
thought. As a clear harbinger of closure, the cadential
six-four provides opportunity for manipulation of expec-
tation. Whereas original Baroque usage of the cadential
six-four derives from contrapuntal displacement of dom-
inant’s fifth and third, as through suspensions, Classical
usage increased harmonic independence. As a strong sig-
nal for closure, the cadential six-four saw increased use
in common-practice tonality, placingmore significance on
the chord as a discrete, separable harmonic entity. In-
creased emphasis on the cadential six-four’s vertical di-
mension invites expansion not merely through prolonga-
tion, as in a cadenza, but of the shape of the chord itself.
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Example 9. Liszt,Années de pèlerinage (Years of Pilgrimage): Italia, 2. “Il penseroso” (1839), mm. 1–8.

Audio Example 9. (click to play audio).

In contrast to the largely linear Baroque usage and
even to the more harmonic Classical usage, the six-four
in Liszt’s 1839 example, while still following earlier voice-
leading conventions, highlights a shift toward even greater
harmonic autonomy, inwhich the cadential six-four chord,
like the opening harmonies in “Il penseroso,” is subjected
tomorphological alteration secured only by a well-defined,
underlying tonal syntax.19The result is not simply a change
in the color of the harmony, as from major to minor, but a
dramatic, seemingly jagged, change in its outward shape.
An analogy could be made to painting—the technique be-
ing less like the strident color schemes of Henri Matisse’s
Fauvist paintings and more like the disfiguration in Pablo
Picasso’s Cubist paintings. The outlines of Matisse’s sub-
jects remain intact, if somewhat altered or blurred. Pi-
casso’s subjects, by contrast, experiencemore dramatic fis-
sures in form, sometimes pushing them to the point of un-

19 Figure 1 (based on Meyer [2000/1992, 241]) shows Liszt’s usage
of the cadential six-four to be remarkably low, signifying the com-
poser’s personal attraction to innovative harmony and more gen-
erally supporting a general decline of the chord’s usage.

recognizability, despite themore precise brush strokes and
more defined colors.20

Asadistinct categoryof chordsderived from“common
practice,” cadential six-fours offer aharmonic resource that
is both directly connectedwith the past yet easilymalleable
inmoremoderncontexts.Todeconstruct cadential six-four
chords into contrapuntal, harmonic, and syntactical com-
ponents allows for a variety of compositional and analytical
approaches that at once engage both the conventional and
the innovative.21

Example 10 shows a reduction of Liszt’s passage,
along with a voice-leading analysis and hypothetical
normalization, to clarify the simple, underlying grammar

20 Compare, for example, Fauvist colors in Henri Matisse’s 1905
TheGreen Line [Portrait ofMadameMatisse] to Cubist disfiguration in
Pablo Picasso’s 1937WeepingWoman.
21 Harrison (2016, 10) makes a similar point, that innovative ap-
proaches to tonal harmony modify some components of con-
ventional “common-practice harmony,” which he describes as an
“interlocked system of components that includes conventions of
counterpoint and voice leading, rhythm, vertical sonority, and nor-
mative syntax.”
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Example 10. Reduction, Voice-Leading Analysis, andNormalization of “Il penseroso,” mm. 1–8.

Audio Example 10a. (click to play audio).

Audio Example 10c. (click to play audio).

of the passage while also revealing the relatively young
composer’s harmonic innovation. On the surface, the pro-
gression of the closing four harmonies, iv–VI–V–i, seems
unremarkable, but the inversion of the submediant to
six-four alters its pre-dominant role. Strong placement of
any six-four chord on the third hyperbeat of a phrase is one
of the first indicators of cadential function. Hearing the
pre-dominant relation of the submediant combined with
the chord’s potential as a cadential six-four confuses the
chord’s harmonic function. Comparing the replacement of
the VI64 in the progression with the conventional cadential
i64 (or its inversion i6) reveals their commonality.The vastly
different aural impression created by the original, “wrong”
cadential six-four (Example 10a) as compared to the nor-
malized diatonic version (Example 10c)makes their similar-
ity in harmonic function and syntax evenmore remarkable.

If a voice-leading graph aims to show prolongation
through conventional linear and harmonic connections,

then displaced or seemingly detached harmonic relations
present a challenge. In this case, it is not simply the
chromaticism that challenges analysis; it is that tradi-
tional Stufen—scale degrees that possess inherent har-
monic meaning—are displaced to sound like other Stufen.
The G\ bass of the six-four in m. 7 most directly associates
with 3̂ in E minor, but due to its strong metric placement,
the six-four figures, and its direct association with the ca-
dential dominant, the G\ functionsmore like a displaced 5̂.
The dotted slur connecting the G to the B in Example 10b
suggests one of two interpretations.The earlier discussion
on inverted cadential six-fours might lead one to view the
G as an inner voice that is placed low, effectively a i6 with B
displacedbyG,whichwouldmake thedotted slur an arpeg-
giation within an underlying voice exchange.

A competing hearing retains its six-four position, in
which VI64 in the score functions as a cadential six-four not
by inversion of an E minor triad—with a displaced fifth—
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but by a transposition of the whole underlying cadential
six-four: the bass G functions as a shifted or sub-posed B,
together representing the same 5̂ Stufe. By extension, one
might hear the upper voice C function as a displaced 1̂ (E)
and the E as a displaced 3̂, represented by the G] in the nor-
malized E-major ending.While smooth voice leading sup-
ports the earlier hearing as a modified inverted cadential
six-four, the harmonic syntax supports the latter, in which
the surface six-four is retained and decidedly cadential in
function. In that latter hearing, the chord is simply a trans-
posed, “wrong” cadential six-four.22

With that hearing, the dotted slur in the bass from
G\ to B in Example 10b highlights an odd connection.
More than a traditional slur showing arpeggiation, the slur
makes a syntactical link, like a skewed tie that retains func-
tion as 5̂ (as if B-to-B) behind a shift on the surface (G\
to B). Dotting the slur makes a more nuanced reference to
Schenker’s more traditional octave transfer, which repre-
sents a preservation of function behind a change in pitch.
The dotted slur here represents an obligatory correction of
the misplaced cadential six-four bass to the “correct” dom-
inant 5̂ to secure the cadence.

Liszt’s enharmonic change from C\ ([1̂) to B] (7̂) in the
opening phrase presents a similar, albeit simpler, shift in
function and provides motivic basis for the extraordinary
cadence.23 Contrary to Example 10b’s dotted slur in m. 7,
which connects two different pitches to the same underly-
ing function, the earlier dotted slur in mm. 2–3 connects
enharmonic pitches with different underlying functions.
Working to develop further the salient C\ tonal problem
that is introduced inm. 2 anddeveloped throughout the ex-
cerpt, the G\ bass of the six-four exerts a force commonly
associated with Cmajor to pull further from a tonicization
of a more normal relative major, E major (shown in Ex-
ample 10c’s normalization), toward that of the minor me-
diant, E minor. The altered cadential six-four, therefore,
serves a greater role than simply an unexpected sonority
inserted into a largely conventional grammar. It intensifies
a specific tonal-motivic development throughout the pas-
sage.

David Damschroder (1990) draws historical connec-
tions between Liszt’s composition and several other works,
the thirdmovement of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata op. 26 be-
ing a more direct inspiration than Michaelangelo’s name-
sake sculpture. As Damschroder notes, Liszt’s harmonic

22 A third underlying hearing could retain the upper voices (C, E,
and G) above an implied bass note B to yield a dominant with [9,
[6–5, and 4–3 figuration.That interpretation would hear the dom-
inant function but not the cadential six-four character.
23 RichardCohn (2012) explores enharmonicism in thispassageas it
relates to the concepts double syntax, double-agent complex (from
David Lewin), andMehrdeutigkeit.

innovations push beyond those of Beethoven; his “use of
the ‘G-natural’ tonal area in Il penserosomakes Beethoven’s
compositional behavior seem almost timid” (12). Yet,
Damschroder’s analysis disregards the first strong impli-
cation of the G-natural tonal area, which is firmly estab-
lished in mm. 14–15: the bass of the “wrong” cadential six-
four chord in m. 7. This displaced cadential six-four chord
most immediately pulls towardCmajor,but the tonal prob-
lem presented by the G-natural in the bass may inspire
the “thinker’s” consideration of foreign tonal areas.24 Nei-
ther Damschroder nor I have proposed what the innova-
tive progression means for Liszt’s “Thinker” —not to men-
tion the consistent placement of left-hand chords not on
each downbeat but on the (displaced?) second beat of each
measure—but these considerationsoffer initial steps.More
evident in this excerpt than in the previous examples of in-
verted cadential six-four chords is the capacity of the nor-
mally well-defined chord to have a distorted shape while
retaining syntactical function. Its preservation of function
stems fromthreeprimary factors: its placementona strong
hyperbeat, its six-four figures, and its immediate resolu-
tion to the cadential dominant.

5. Displaced Cadential Six-Four Chords
in Prokofiev and Shostakovich
It may seem spurious to draw connections from spe-

cific harmonic techniques of Liszt to those of Prokofiev
and Shostakovich, but all three composers incorporate odd
chromaticismand jarringharmonic shifts that embrace in-
novative harmonic treatments on one hand while main-
tainingdirect reference toClassical harmonic syntax on the
other.The first two phrases of the Gavotte from Prokofiev’s
“Classical” Symphony (Example 11) contain quick, colorful
harmonic shifts in tonal centers. The most striking shift
is the chromatic six-four chord in the third phrase. Unlike
harmonic progressions in the opening nine measures, the
harmony in m. 10 defies traditional harmonic analysis.

The score shows a C]-major six-four, which most im-
mediately forms an unusual neighboring six-four between
two dominants, defined by the lower-neighbor motion
in the bass, A–G]–A, with a potential literal analysis of
V7–(VII64)–V7.However, this chord’s function as a chromat-
ically displaced cadential six-four is expressed by its strong
accentuation and its temporal and harmonic proximity to
the cadential dominant, in addition to a chromatic ap-
proach that is surprisingly conventional.

24 Damschroder’s voice-leading graph, his Example 6b, shares
much in common with mine but more immediately relegates the
bass G\ to an inner voice, corresponding to an inverted cadential
six-four.
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Example 11. Prokofiev, “Classical” Symphony op. 25, III, mm. 1–12 (1917).

Audio Example 11. (click to play audio).

Voice-leading analysis in Example 12 shows how this
altered six-four at once embodies two normally contradic-
tory functions, with the chord’s salient chromaticism on
one hand—a kind of “flat” tonic six-four—and its highly
conventional and well-defined tonal syntax on the other.
The voice-leading graph respells the V7 and VII64 in D ma-
jor to fit a more typical motion, Gr+6 to cadential six-four
in D[ major. Prokofiev’s treatment of the apparent local
dominant-seventh as a Gr+6 signals a cadential six-four
function in the flat-tonic region.The dotted tie from the A[
to A\ in the bass represents shared dominant function of
two different pitches, similar to the transformation in the
Liszt example above from G to B.

Anormalization that raises the six-fourand itspreced-
ing “wrong” Gr+6 up a half step (Example 13) reveals amore
Haydnesque treatment. While the normalization does not

account for the remaining weak hypermetric placement
of the cadential six-four, the accentuation of the chord
is strong and the underlying harmonic progression, be-
neath the odd surface, is quite conventional, revealingwhat
Richard Bass (1988)might describe as underlying “shadow”
structure.25

An example of more extrememorphological deviation
enters in Shostakovich’s Piano Prelude op. 34, No. 10 (Ex-
ample 14). Similar to the Prokofiev example above, the six-
four chord in m. 15 functions as a vertically displaced ca-

25 In 2006, I made an analogy of this harmonic shift to the refrac-
tion of light, in which the image of the refracted object—the en-
closed passage in Example 12—appears distorted from a hypothet-
ical image of an unrefracted object, as proposed in Example 13.Un-
like a shadow, a refracted image represents the “true” object only
with an apparent shift.
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Example 12. Voice-Leading Analysis of “Classical” Symphony, III, mm. 9–12.

Example 13. Normalization of “Classical” Symphony, III, mm. 9–12.

Audio Example 13. (click to play audio).

dential six-four, whose syntactic clarity is obscured only by
its chromatic alteration anddistance fromthe tonic.On the
surface, the chord pushes toward a brief tonicization of B[
minor.This foreign key relates to the underlyingC] tonic as
what might be labeled literally “[[vii64” (Analysis 1) or inter-
preted as an enharmonic “]vi64” (Analysis 2), which recalls
the tonal-motivic implication of the A] in m. 3. However,
bothof these labels lack sensible harmonic analysis.Theob-
scured context reveals an absence of clear, logical harmonic
relations, but the chord’s six-four figures immediately pre-
ceding a cadential dominant illuminate a logical analytical
path derived from harmonic convention. Correlating the
chord to a different enharmonic chord—a triple flat caden-
tial six-four chord “[[[i64” (Analysis 2b)—seems quite dubi-
ous. Still, that analysis makes a direct connection to its un-
derlying diatonic function as a cadential six-four, if largely
by analogy. In addition to the literal and enharmonic in-
terpretations, Analysis 3 hypothesizes a third interpreta-

tion of the chord, hearing the chord as a conventional six-
four that lacks a root and adds embellishments, notably a
B[ (A]) to implied G] (]9–8). While that hearing brings the
underlying dominant function to the surface, I find it even
less plausible and farther removed from the chord’s con-
text. Analysis 3 not only lacks the essential dominant root,
it also rearranges and confuses the distinct six-four fig-
ures.Amoremusical hearing, I think,drawsmore from the
chord’s syntactical role than its harmonic or voice-leading
connections.

As in previous examples, m. 15’s cadential six-four
functions syntactically to signal a drive toward a cadence.
Other characteristics support the cadential six-four hear-
ing: (1) the bass’s wide leap down from F\3 to G]2 in
mm. 15–16 resembles a conventional octave leap, and (2)
hypermetric accentuation is greater on m. 15 than m. 16
(strong–weak). Hearing the D[4 in the displaced caden-
tial six-four as an enharmonic tonic C] reinforces associa-
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Example 14. Shostakovich, Piano Prelude op. 34, No. 10 (1932–33), mm. 1–18.

Audio Example 14. (click to play audio).

tions with the conventional cadential six-four. At the same
time, the displaced six-four chord creates an ephemeral yet
deeply dramatic detour that pulls away from the tonic. Ex-
ample 15 simplifiesmm. 1–18 tohighlight thepassage’s har-
monic derivation from a simple four-chord progression,
i–III–V7–i, along with the varying interpretations of the
chromatic chord in m. 15.

The interval of transposition of Liszt’s altered caden-
tial six-four (down a major third to VI64) is greater than
that of Prokofiev (down a half step to [I64) or Shostakovich
(down the equivalent of a minor third to [[vii64). Yet, Liszt’s
submediant harmonic relation is more closely associated
with tonic. By the early nineteenth century, the submedi-

ant had already becomeboth a favoredharmonic substitute
for tonic and an agent of narrative, especially with use of
[VI in context of a major key. The cadential six-four of “Il
penseroso,” therefore, crosses the syntax of a conventional
cadential six-four with flat-submediant harmony that by
1839 was widely used in developments during height-
ened textual drama. Unlike the analysis of Prokofiev’s and
Shostakovich’s chords as displaced versions of a cadential
“I64,” theanalysis of Liszt’s harmonyasa submediantVI64, re-
tains a somewhat conventional harmonic relation, thereby
fusing (confusing?) the underlying dominant function (V)
with surface pre-dominant harmony (VI).

In the two Russian examples, each modified caden-
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Example 15. Simplification of Shostakovich, Piano Prelude op. 34, No. 10, mm. 1–18.

Audio Example 15. (click to play audio).

tial six-four represents a harmonic relation that reaches
farther from the tonic key, despite the smaller interval
of transposition. Neither Prokofiev’s nor Shostakovich’s
harmonic alteration of the cadential six-four fuses pre-
dominant harmony with a conventional cadential domi-
nant. Instead, their treatments sound more abstract and
more harmonically detached.As the chords distance them-
selves from their conventional, functional pedigree, they
becomemore reliant on rhetoric.These modified cadential
six-four chords represent specific terms inserted as clichés,
with clear syntax but strange outward appearance.Themix
of conventional syntax and odd vocabulary creates a quirky
irony that simultaneously challenges yet satisfies tonal ex-
pectation.26

6. Alternative Transformations using
Inversion and Transposition
The identity of the displaced cadential six-fours in this

study relies heavily on their consistent intervals above the
bass. Each chord’s retention of the six-four figures through
unusual transpositions from the conventional cadential
six-four seems to contrast starkly with previous research
into inversions of cadential six-four chords, in which voice
leading places 1̂ or 3̂ in the bass. Yet, several of the examples
above could be explained by taking a third path with two
logical steps. This third pathway combines treatments of

26 The cadence in final measure of Prokofiev’s March from The
Love for Three Oranges op. 33 (Act 2, Rehearsal 173) similarly blends
traditional syntax with a modified cadential six-four. The chords
D/A–G/F–C on the surface may appear literally as V64/V–V

4
2–I in C

major but function syntactically and more deeply as alterations of
a conventional cadential six-four progression.

the two seemingly disparate alterations by first inverting
the cadential six-four and then shifting one voice by step.

The two pathways—a strict transposition of an entire
six-four chord versus an inversion of the chord followed
by a slight shift—not only represent different means to the
same harmonic goal; a difference also lies in the mappings
of the individual pitches. Compare how the two logical
pathways might derive the cadential six-four from Liszt’s
“Il penseroso.” In Figure 3a, the underlying conventional
six-four (i64 in E minor) is transposed in entirety down a
third (VI64), as discussed in Examples 9 and 10a. In Fig-
ure 3b, however, the underlying conventional six-four is
first inverted (i64 to i6 in E minor) and then 5̂ is shifted up
to ([)6̂ to yield the apparent VI64.

Table 2 reconsiders some specific examples to de-
termine how this third path leads to each displaced ca-

Figure 3. Two Pathways to the Displaced Cadential Six-Four in
Liszt’s “Il penseroso”.
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Table 2. Alternative Transformations in Previous Examples using Inversion and a Shift.

Example Mapping using Inversion and Shift
Beatles, “Julia” (Example 7) In Dmajor, invert major cadential I64 to I.

Then, shift 1̂ to 7̂ to create iii64
Brahms,Waltz (Example 8) In Emajor, invert major cadential I64 to I.

Then, shift 1̂ to 7̂ to create iii64
Liszt, “Il penseroso”
(Examples 9 and 10 and Figure 3)

In Eminor, invert minor cadential i64 to i6.
Then, shift 5̂ to 6̂ to create VI64

Shostakovich, Piano Prelude
(Example 14)

In C]minor, invert a major cadential I64 to I6 (E] in bass).
Then, shift 5̂ to ]6̂ to create ]vi64 and spell enharmonically as [[vii64

dential six-four. Similar to the complications discussed
in Shostakovich’s Prelude (Example 14) of inferring miss-
ing roots and adjusting an upper voice, I find this logic
overly complicated and less musical than the simpler syn-
tactical association as vertically displaced cadential six-
fours.

7. Limits of Cadential Six-Four Deviations
The limits to how an altered chord can function as

a cadential six-four are not easily defined, due in part to
some overlap between pre-dominant function and caden-
tial six-four function, and, perhaps moreover, due to the
dependence of chord function on listener perception. The
casual statement that a conventional cadential six-four “re-
solves to a root-position dominant” is inaccurate. Analysis
tends to regard a conventional cadential six-four as a root-
position dominant itself with two upper voices displaced
(to the sixth and fourth). Displaced cadential six-fours in
this article further shift individual voices within the dom-
inant harmony to include other intervals or changes in
the bass. Increasing displacement diminishes the apparent
dominant function, and, insofar as it delays and leads to a
more apparent dominant, it adopts a more pre-dominant
role. The fewer of the criteria of the cadential six-four that
are satisfied, the less the chord functions as a cadential six-
four. The extent to which inverted, non-tonic harmonies
are capable of expressing cadential six-four function re-
mains a challenge both to theory and analysis. Complicat-
ing the issue is the dependence on the analyst’s perception
and attenuation to specific elements of the music.

Consider two examples. Example 1 showed how the
second phrase inWagner’s “Evening Star” reversed conven-
tional, relative accentuation by placing a cadential six-four
on a weak beat prior to its more strongly accented reso-
lution. Similarly, the first phrase presents a chord closely
associated with cadential six-four function. A reduction of
the phrase is shown in Example 16a. Following supertonic
harmonyon the secondhyperbeat,a chromatic [III6 falls on
the strong third hyperbeat of the first phrase and resolves

to the cadential dominant in the second half (the “&”) of hy-
perbeat 3. The bass holds the dominant pitch (5̂) from the
[III6 into V, and themelody descends from a sixth to a fifth
above the bass ([3̂–2̂).

The rise in the accompaniment from the subtonic F\
to the leading tonic F] in the dominant counters conven-
tional usage. This upward \3–]3 figure above the domi-
nant could be interpreted as a kind of inverted 4–3 inter-
vallic motion found in the conventional cadential six-four
in the approach to the leading tone, with F\ substituting
for G. The conventional six-four in the subsequent phrase
“corrects” the earlier displaced six-four simply by replacing
the upward \3–]3 inner voice motion with 4–3 and thereby
strengthens their correlation.

Wagner’s cadential [III6 here deviates from conven-
tional cadential six-fours both in harmony, as a chromat-
ically altered mediant, and in voice leading, with the as-
cending chromatic approach to the third of the dominant.
This contrapuntal alteration stems not from inversion of
six-four chords as seen in earlier examples, however, but
from voice leading in a single inner voice.The F\ in the line,
D–E–F\–F]–G,makes the alteration of six-four necessary.
Example 16b replaces the F\ with a G (D–E–G–F]–G), cre-
ating a conventional cadential six-four and, as a result,
demonstrating howunsatisfactory that conventional chord
would have been.Wagner’s F\ not only forms amomentary
B[-major triad, which makes the resolution to E[ ([VI) less
distant or deceptive; the F\ alsomakes the inner voice’s line
an inversion of the melody (C–B–B[–A–G), with the two
lines converging into the G.

To include [III6 in Example 6 as an inverted dis-
placed cadential six-four chord, such as in the progres-
sion I–IV–[III6–V–I,may push the connection between the
chromatic chord and the conventional cadential six-four
chord too far.On one hand, if cadential six-four chords can
retain function either under inversion, as previous authors
have shown, or under transposition of the whole chord, as
I have argued, then it might follow that cadential six-four
chords can retain functionunderboth transpositionand in-
version. On the other hand, somany chords would fall into
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Example 16. Reduction andNormalization ofWagner, “Song of the Evening Star” (mm. 5–8).

Audio Example 16a. (click to play audio).

Audio Example 16b. (click to play audio).

that category that it would stretch the concept of a caden-
tial six-fourquite thin.Notevery chord that falls ona strong
beat relative to the cadential dominant derives from an un-
derlying cadential six-four. Accenting the third chords in
the progressions I–IV–vii◦7/V–V–I or I–IV6–Gr+6–V–I, for
example, highlights some characteristics shared with ca-
dential six-four chords—all of which include 3̂–2̂ and 1̂–7̂
resolutions!—but to view the cadential six-four as their an-
cestor expands of the concept widely and perhaps inappro-
priately.Still, tomake the comparison reveals voice-leading
and syntactical similarity that transcends Roman numeral
analysis.

Partial Closure
All of the altered cadential six-four chords above de-

viate in some way from convention. Their degree of devi-
ation ranges from minor departures (as in the weak ca-
dential six-four in Wagner’s “Evening Star” in Example 1),
to inversions (as in Brahms’s Symphony in Example 3),

to quite unusual harmonic alterations (as in Liszt’s “Il
penseroso,” in Example 9).This last category represents the
most significant challenge to the definition of the caden-
tial six-four. Lennon’s apparent iii64 and Liszt’s apparent
VI64 function as cadential six-fours despite their transpo-
sition and harmonic shift from dominant to other, seem-
ingly non-dominant Stufen. Six-fours in the Prokofiev and
Shostakovich examples similarly preserve underlying con-
ventional syntax and dominant function of the cadential
six-four, despite the unusual harmonic relations caused by
their chromatic transpositions.The latter examples in par-
ticular illustrate the rhetorical power of the cadential six-
four chord to persist as a signal of closure even as com-
posers twist conventional tonal syntax nearly to the point
of fracture.
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